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Simply Impeccable.

HDMI
Cables

HD

106
6' HDMI Cable Black Connector
Driven by a growing consumer electronics market that demands low cost and
high quality products, Impecca now produces HDMI (High-Definition
Multimedia Interface) cables, a compact audio/video interface for transmitting
uncompressed digital data. Today, HD TVs, camcorders, and digital cameras
are prevalent. Furthermore, digital audio-video connectivity for DVD players,
Blu-ray Discs, and video game consoles to compatible digital audio devices
such as computer monitors and digital televisions are widespread.HDMI is a
digital connectivity alternative to analog products such as coaxial cables, SVideo, radio frequency, component video or VGA. Using a single cable, HDMI
can support any TV or PC video format, and a Consumer Electronics Control
allows the user to operate multiple devices with one remote control handset.
Because no signal conversion is necessary, there is no loss of video quality
with a Digital Visual Interface. A single HDMI cable can carry a full 1080p highdefinition video signal. The popularity of HDMI speaks for itself: sales of 5
million HDMI cables in 2004 soared to a staggering 394 million at the end of
2009. It comes as no surprise that HDMI was recently awarded a Technical
Excellence Award in the Home Theater category for ‘an innovation that has
changed the world’. Impecca HDMI cables, simply impeccable.

Features
Triple Layer Shielding that
provides great noise immunity
and recreates high best
quality and discounted prices
External Strain Relief
Flexibility for easy connection
and reduced abrasion on
internal conductors
AL Foil & Mylar Shield for
maximum noise reduction
Accurate high velocity transfer
of digital bitstream
Precision 24K Gold Contact for
maximum signal transfer
Tin Copper Conductor
Double Digital Bitstream
transfer to deliver higher
bandwidth and pixel rates
supporting true 1080p visual
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